"The wood chips would clog the hopper...

We were having difficulty keeping the flow of wood chips moving. The feeding screw auger that fed the fuel boiler would continually clog, which stopped the feeder and really reduced the boiler’s fuel efficiency. To release a jam, we had to have someone hammer on the hopper wall - these jams would happen 4 to 6 times a day! That was a lot of downtime for the feeder and a lot of lost man-hours. I can’t thank you enough for recommending the VIBCO 4P-350! It has totally corrected our feeder problem."

Production Manager
Susan M., West Virginia

Model 4P-350
Heavy Duty Electric Vibrator

- 1800 VPM, 1 and 3 Phase
- $\frac{1}{4}$ HP
- 200 lbs of force
- 60 dB on A-Scale at 1 meter

CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION

ALTERNATE MODELS
- SFC-300 End Mount Electric Vibrator
- VS-250 Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator